OUTDOOR AND
EXPERIENTIAL

A SHOWCASE OF HUMAN INGENUITY
Shell Ideas360 takes to the road
OBJECTIVE

THE SOLUTION

Shell Ideas360 is an exceptional global competition. It inspires
students to develop ideas that tackle pressures on the world’s
energy, water and food resources. Shell wanted to promote the
competition in a way never done before. It wanted to engage
with students on a personal level, showcase game-changing
innovation and the power of human ingenuity, position Shell
as a pioneering place to work and encourage students to get
involved in Shell Ideas360. A traditional event wasn’t going to
cut it, so we created a series of one-of-a-kind roadshows in
the UK and USA.

Imagine moving objects using only the power of your mind. Or creating
your own upbeat music using solar panels, light switches and gas burners as
instruments. What if you could generate renewable energy from the power
of your footsteps? Well visitors to this one-of-a-kind roadshow experienced all
of that and more.

2,041 VISITORS
TO THE EVENTS

50% INCREASE

IN SHELL IDEAS360 SUBMISSIONS

The venue? An eye-catching pavilion, conceived and designed to create the
feeling you were entering basecamp on a National Geographic Adventure –
the big prize on offer to the competition winners.

81% OF STUDENTS

The whole event was RFID enabled. Every visitor was given a wristband that
let them interact with the installations and gain ‘energy points’ they could then
cash-in for prizes at the end of their journeys. The wristbands also worked as
a fantastic tool for data capture and enabled Shell to take engagement from
campus to online. The event included 360-degree projection spheres and
RFID ‘Like’ walls that showcased ideas from last year’s student innovators.

27+ MILLION

People could use sounds from instruments such as gas burners, vacuum
cleaners, solar panels and light switches to create their own ‘musical energy
mix’. They could listen to these tracks played back through award-winning
soundshower technology and dance to their own tune on a kinetic floor that
generated electricity from their movement. There was an interactive quiz with
questions about how we could feed our growing planet. People used their
wristbands to select their answers and every correct one racked up more
energy points.

TWITTER IMPRESSIONS

We also created a first-of-a-kind game featuring a headset that measured
brain activity, which in turn controlled the movement of objects on a
screen. The game involved building a bottle wall, an example of a current
inspirational and regenerative innovation. Players made bottles move up,
down, left and right on a screen using their own brainwaves in a race
against the clock to complete the wall.
Finally, to continue engagement post-event we created a VIP website that
was accessed using a unique code found on each wristband.

ASSOCIATING SHELL WITH INNOVATION

FACEBOOK IMPRESSIONS

3+ MILLION

TELEKINESIS

USED IN A FIRST-OF-A-KIND GAME
MEASUREMENT
Students scored the experience 4.1 out of 5, and 8.9 out of 10
in terms of going on to participate in the competition.
■■ 617 ideas created
■■ 7,380 likes on the ‘Like Wall’
■■ 86,410 energy points generated
■■ 5,503 unique views of roadshow microsite
■■ 81% of students associating Shell with innovation

PROMOTIONAL COLLATERAL
A range of campus posters and flyers were used to publicise the event

WHAT IF
YOU COULD
WIN A NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
ADVENTURE?

A one-of-a-kind event is happening today at
Heriot Watt University
Turn up to this one-of-a-kind event and it could turn into a
once-in-a-lifetime adventure!!! Come and experience what it’s
like to move objects using only the power of your brainwaves.
makethefuture.shell.com/event

Grab the chance to create your own truly unique and upbeat
energy mix using solar panels, light switches and gas burners
as your instruments. Explore the culture of innovation in Shell
and see how it’s being used to help overcome the pressures
on the world’s energy, food and water resources.
And discover how this could be the first step you take towards
winning an awesome National Geographic Adventure. Join us.
Get inspired. Start your journey. Visit our website to find
an event happening near you.

Come to our one-of-a-kind event

Flyers

makethefuture.shell.com/event

WHAT IF
THIS ISN’T THE END
OF THE JOURNEY?
makethefuture.shell.com/event

20 November 2014, Courtyard near Engineering buildings,
9am - 4pm, Oklahoma University

makethefuture.shell.com/event

Posters and Press adverts

Postcard

It’s an invitation to explore the possibilities for human ingenuity to
answer the growing energy, food and water needs of our modern world
and it could become your passport to explore the world on a National
Geographic Adventure.

makethefuture.shell.com/event

Relive the excitement of your #makethefuture journey. Find out
what you have in common with other explorers. Team up to
share ideas, work together and think of more innovative
solutions to the world’s food, energy and water challenges.
Because your thinking could just win you the experience of a
lifetime — a National Geographic Adventure. Find out more at

PAVILLION
The venue? An eye-catching pavilion, conceived and designed to create the feeling you were entering a basecamp of a National Geographic Adventure –
the prize on offer to the winners of the Shell Ideas360 competition.

LCD SCREENS
LCD screens in the tunnel entrance played films about students and innovators who, through engaging with Shell, had been inspired to develop ideas that could
create a smarter, cleaner more sustainable future for our planet.

RFID REGISTRATION
Every visitor to the events was greeted by a Shell Ideas360 ambassador and given an RFID wristband. The wristbands let people interact with elements of the
event and gain ‘energy points’ that could be converted into prizes at the end of their journey.

IDEAS WALL
At the start of their journey, students were invited to come up with their own innovative ideas to tackle food, water and energy issues in different world locations.

THE ENERGY ZONE
Inside, the pavilion was divided into three zones – energy, food and water. In the energy zone people got to create their own musical energy ‘mix’ using sounds
from instruments such as gas burners, vacuum cleaners, solar panels and light switches. Their music was played back through soundshowers, directional speakers
that isolated our ‘DJs’ in a curtain of their own song. And they stood on kinetic floor tiles that generated electricity from their footsteps.

THE FOOD ZONE
In the food zone, students competed against each other in an RFID-powered interactive quiz. We asked questions like “How much fuel is wasted transporting food that goes uneaten?” or “How
much water does vertical farming save compared to conventional farming?” and people raced against the clock to tap their RFID wristbands on the A, B or C that matched their chosen answer.
Every correct answer racked up more energy points.

THE WATER ZONE
In the water zone, we created a first-of-a-kind game, that showcased how the power of thoughts could move objects on a screen, and how brainpower held the
key to changing the world. Players wore headsets that measured their levels of brainwave activity and, in a kind of synthetic telepathy, used those to make CGI
bottles move up, down, left and right on a screen in front of them. The game involved building a bottle wall and it was a race against the clock because the
faster you built your wall, the more energy points you scored.

PUFFERSPHERE
At the heart of the event was a 360-degree spherical interactive display, showcasing a number of ideas students have previously submitted to Shell Ideas360.

DIGITAL TABLE
In another area, an interactive digital table let people ‘swipe’ their way through an A-Z of Shell innovations currently happening around the world.

LIKE WALL
Another area was centred on a ‘Like’ wall, a showcase of six student ideas previously submitted to the competition. If you liked an idea you just tapped your tab
on the reader next to it to show your support.

GIFT SHOP
At the end of the journey, people could redeem the energy points amassed on their RFID wristbands for one of many Shell Ideas360-branded gifts.

WEBSITE
Integrated into the whole experience was a custom roadshow website, which received 5,503 unique views over the two weeks of the event.
Post-event it also allowed us to continue engagement – anyone who had come to an event was able access premium content using a unique
code that could be found on each RFID wristband.

Visit the site:

http://makethefuture.shell.com/event/

Experience the event:

http://youtu.be/L6TXAwAuTnw

